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1. INTRODUCTION
The aim of this paper is to investigate the initial boundary value
problem for the degenerate multi-valued hyperbolic differential inclusion
w x¡u t q B u t q w u t 2 f t , a.e. t g 0, TŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .È Ç~ w xu x , t s 0, a.e. x , t g S s › V = 0, TŽ . Ž .OŽ . ¢u 0 s u , u 0 s u ,Ž . Ž .Ç0 1
where B is a linear and symmetric operator and w is a discontinuous and
nonlinear set-valued mapping.
Ž .Physical motivation for studying inequality O come partly from prob-
lems of continuum mechanics, where nonlinear, discontinuous, and multi-
valued constitutive laws and boundary constraints led to the above-cited
Ž .variational inequalities differential inclusions . For example, when the
Ž .elasto-body is constrainted by boundary friction, O denotes its control
equation; if we study the viscoelastical body and the unilateral problem of
Ž . w xplate, O is also their control equation, etc. 1]3 .
Whether w is a monotone multi-valued mapping or not, generally, for
discontinuous multi-valued systems the usual monotonicity methods are
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w xinvalid 4, 5 . When w degenerates into a class of single-valued mappings,
Ž . Ž .inequality O become an equation, equation O and some of its evolu-
w xtional equations have been investigated and applied intensively 6]11
under some conditions.
In this paper, we shall investigate the existence, uniqueness, and decay
Žof the global weak solution of the hyperbolic inequality differential
. Ž .inclusion O with w and B satisfying some conditions.
2. SOME PRELIMINARIES
Let V be a bounded open set of Rn with regular boundary G. Let T
w x 1Ž . ² :denote a positive real number, Q s V = 0, T . Let V s H V and ? , ?0
1Ž . y1Ž .denote the dual pair between V s H V and V 9 s H V , which is0
2Ž . Ž .compatible with the inner product of H s L V denoted by ?, ? . Let
< <x denote the norm of element x of Banach space X. Let B be a linearX
Ž .operator in H with domain D B s V.
‘ Ž .Suppose that b g L R ; for every r ) 0, setloc
b j s ess inf b j , b j s ess sup b jŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .r 1 r 1
< < <j yjFr j yj Fr1 1
and
b j s lim b j , b j s lim b j , w j s b j , b j .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .r rq qr“0 r“0
Ž . j Ž . C Ž . Ž . C Ž .Let J j s H b t dt; then › J j : w j , where › J j denotes the0
Clarke subdifferential of J.
Ž . Ž . C Ž .Remark. If b j exists for some j g R, then w j s › J j . If b is"
Ž .continuous at j , then w j is single valued at j . Moreover, if J is convex,
Ž . w xthen w j is maximal monotone 7 .
Consider the initial boundary values problem of a hyperbolic variational
Ž .inequality differential inclusion ,
w x¡u t q Bu t q g t s f t , a.e. t g 0, TŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .È
w xg x , t g w u x , t , a.e. x , t g Q s V = 0, TŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ç T~OŽ . w xu x , t s 0, a.e. x , t g S s › V = 0, TŽ . Ž .¢u 0 s u , u 0 s u ,Ž . Ž .Ç0 1
where f , u , and u are given.0 1
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3. EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS OF SOLUTIONS
2 Ž 2Ž .. 1Ž .THEOREM 1. Assume that f g L 0, T ; L V , u g H V , and u g0 0 1
2Ž .L V . If
Ž . < Ž . < Ž < <.1 ’c ) 0, b j F c 1 q j , a.e. j g R.
Ž . 1Ž . y1Ž .2 B: H V “ H V is continuous, symmetric and, semi-coer-0
ci¤e; i.e.,
’c ) 0, c ) 0, c ) 0,1 2 3
< < y1 < < 1 ² : ² : 1B¤ F c ¤ , Bu, ¤ s B¤ , u , ;u , ¤ g H VŽ .H ŽV . H ŽV .1 00
² : < < 2 2 < < 2 1 1B¤ , ¤ " c ¤ G c ¤ , ;¤ g H V .Ž .L ŽV . H ŽV .3 2 00
w xThen there exists a function u defined in V = 0, T such that
¡ ‘ 1 2w xu g L 0, T ; H V l C 0, T ; L VŽ . Ž .Ž .Ž .0
‘ 2 y1~ w xu g L 0, T ; L V l C 0, T ; H VŽ . Ž .Ç Ž . Ž .
2 y1¢u g L 0, T ; H VŽ .È Ž .
and
¡ 2 y1ii t q Bu t q g t s f t in L 0, T ; H VŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .~ w xg t g w u x , t , a.e. x , t g V = 0, TŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ç¢u 0 s u , u 0 s u .Ž . Ž .Ç0 i
‘Ž .Proof. Let b be any mollifier satisfying b g C R , b G 0, supp b ;
Ž . Ž .y1, 1 , and H b j dj s 1. SetR
1 j y z
b j s b b z dz s b z b j y « z dzŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H« ž /« « < <R z s1
for every « ) 0.
It is easy to see that b is a smooth function and also satisfies assumption«
Ž .1 with possible different constant c provided that b satisfies assump-
Ž .tion 1 . For convenience we denote b by b for any positive integer n.1r n n
 4‘  4‘Let e be the eigenfunctions of the operator B such that e isn ns1 n ns1
 4‘a completely orthogonal basis of H and V, then e is dense in H andn ns1
V. Moreover, let x s Ýnv1e “ u strongly in V and y s Ýnv 2e “ un 1 i i 0 n 1 i i 1
2Ž .strongly in L V .
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Consider the regularized equation
Èn nj s N q h
OŽ .n n 1n n 2 n½ Ç< <j s v , j s vts0 ts0
n  n4 1n  14 2 n  24 ² :4where j s j , v s v , v s v , h s f , e ,i 1=n i 1=n i 1=n i 1=n
n n n n Y n Çn 4 ² Ž . : ² Ž . :N s N , and N s y B Ý j e , e y b Ý j e , e ; ``?'' de-i 1=n i 1 j j i n 1 j j i
notes time derivative.
Ž .O is a set of second-order ordinary differential equations and its localn
n w xsolution j exists on I s 0, T , 0 - T F T.n n n
Ž . n n Ž . Ž .Set u t s Ý j e t g I . Equation O is equal ton 1 j j n n
² : ² : ² :² :u , e s y Bu , e y b u , e q f , e i s 1, 2, . . . , n 3.1Ž .Ž .È Çn i n i n n i i
ÇnŽ .Multiplying Eq. 3.1 by j , summing over from i s 1 to i s n, andi
w x Ž .integrating over 0, t t g I , we deduce thatn
t2
2 ² : ² :u t q Bu t , u t q 2 b u , u dtŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ç Ç ÇHŽ .L Vn n n n n n
0
t ² : ² :s 2 f , u dt q y , y q Bx , x . 3.2Ž . Ž .ÇH n n n n n
0
Since
t 22 2 < <2 2b u F c 1 q u dx dtŽ .Ç ÇŽ .H HŽ Ž ..L 0, t ; L Vn n n
0 V
t 22
2F c q 2c u t dtŽ .ÇH Ž .L V4 n
0
t
2 2< <2 2² :b u , u dt F b u ? uŽ . Ž .Ç Ç Ç ÇH L Ž0 , t ; L ŽV ..Ž Ž ..L 0, t ; L Vn n n n n n
0
1 t 22
2F c q 2c q 1 u t dtŽ . Ž .ÇH Ž .L V4 n½ 52 0
t
2 2 2 2² : < < < <f , u dt F f ? uÇ ÇH L Ž0 , T ; L ŽV .. L Ž0 , t ; L ŽV ..n n
0
1 2 2
2 2 2 2< < < <F f q u ,ÇL Ž0 , T ; L ŽV .. L Ž0 , t ; L ŽV ..ž /n2
Ž .it follows from 3.2 that there is a positive constant c ) 0, s.t.5
2 2 2
12 2u t q c u t F c q c u tŽ . Ž . Ž .Ç Ž .Ž . Ž .H VL V L Vn 2 n 5 3 n0
1 t 22




2 2 2u t s u 0 q u dt , u t F u 0 q u dt .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ç ÇH HŽ . Ž . Ž .L V L V L Vn n n n n n
0 0
By Holder's inequality, ’c , c ) 0,È 6 7
t2 2
2 2u t F c q c u t dt . 3.4Ž . Ž . Ž .ÇHŽ . Ž .L V L Vn 6 7 n
0
Ž . Ž .From 3.3 and 3.4 we obtain ’c , c ) 0,8 9
t2 2 2
12 2u t q c u t F c q c u t dt t g I .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ç ÇŽ . HŽ . Ž .H VL V L Vn 2 n 8 9 n n0
0
3.5Ž .
By Gronwall's inequality we have
2
2u t F c exp c t t g I . 3.6Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ç Ž .L Vn 8 9 n
Ž . Ž . Ž .Therefore, from 3.4 , 3.5 , and 3.6 , we get that there exists c ) 0,10
12 2u t F c , u t F c , u t F c t g IŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ç Ž .Ž . Ž . H VL V L Vn 10 n 10 n 10 n0
3.7Ž .
where c , c , c , c , c , c , and c are all positive constants independent of4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Ž . Ž .n and T . The estimate 3.7 implies that the solutions of Eq. O can ben n
w x w x Ž .  Ž .4extended to interval 0, T ; i.e., I s 0, T ;n , and b u is also aÇn n n
‘Ž 2Ž ..bounded subset of L 0, T ; L V .
Ž .  4It follows from 3.1 that for every h g span e , e , . . . , e1 2 n
2 2² : < < < <2 2u , h F f t ? h q b u ? hŽ . Ž .È ÇŽ . L ŽV . L ŽV .L V Ž .L Vn n n
< < < < 1 < < 1q B ? u ? hH ŽV . H ŽV .n 0 0
y1 ² : ² :u t s sup u t , h s sup u t , hŽ . Ž . Ž .È È ÈŽ .H Vn n n
< <  4h s1 hgspan e , . . . , eV 1 n
< <h s1V
< <2 12F a f t q b u q B ? u t , 3.8Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .ÇŽ .Ž . Ž .L V Ž . H VL Vn n n 0
< <where B is the norm of linear continuous operator B and a is the
1Ž . 2Ž .imbedding constant which H V imbeds into L V . This implies that0
 4 2Ž y1Ž ..u is a bounded subset of L 0, T ; H V . It is well known that spaceÈn
Ž . Ž .  2Ž . 2Ž .4W V defined by W V s u g L 0, T ; V , u g L 0, T ; V 9 with theÇ
< < < < 2 < < 2norm u s u q u is continuously and compactlyÇW L Ž0, T ; V . L Ž0, T ; V 9.
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Žw x 2Ž ..imbedded into C 0, T ; L V . Therefore there exist a subsequence of
 4 Ž . ‘Ž 1Ž ..u still denoted by itself and a function u such that u g L 0, T ; H V ,n 0
‘Ž 2Ž .. 2Ž y1Ž ..u g L 0, T ; L V , and u g L 0, T ; H V satisfyingÇ È
¡ ‘ 1u “ u weakly-star in L 0, T ; H VŽ .Ž .n 0
‘ 2u “ u weakly-star in L 0, T ; L VŽ .Ç Ç Ž .n
2 y1~u “ u weakly in L 0, T ; H VŽ .È È Ž .n
‘ 2b u “ g weakly-star in L 0, T ; L VŽ .Ž .Ç Ž .n n
2 2 2¢ w xu “ u in L 0, T ; L V and u t “ u t in L V a.e. t g 0, T .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .n n
Ž 2Ž .. Ž y1Ž .. Ž .Obviously, u g C 0, T ; L V and u g C 0, T ; H V . Hence u 0 andÇ
Ž .u 0 make sense.Ç
2Ž . Ž .For l g L 0, T , we deduce from 3.1 that
T T T² : ² : ² :ii , le dt s y B u , le dt y b u , le dtŽ . Ž .ÇH H Hn i n i n n i
0 0 0
T² :q f t , le dt i s 1, 2, . . . , n. 3.9Ž . Ž .H i
0
Ž .For every given positive integer i, let n “ ‘, in 3.9 ; it follows that
T T T² : ² :² :ii , le dt s y B u , le dt y g , le dtŽ .H H Hi i i
0 0 0
T² :q f t , le dt i s 1, 2, . . . . 3.10Ž . Ž .H i
0
Ž .We get from 3.10 that
u t q B u q g t s f t in L2 0, T ; Hy1 V .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .È Ž .
In the following we will show that
w xg x , t g w u x , t a.e. x , t g Q s V = 0, T .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ç T
First we show the conclusion:
w xu x , t “ u x , t , a.e. x , t g V = 0, T .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ç Çn
Ž w Ž .x.  Ž .4LEMMA 3.1 see 13, p. 221 23 . Assume that g x is an absolutelyk
w x < Ž . < Ž . Ž .continuous series defined on a, b and g t F F t , a.e. k s 1, 2, . . . ,Çk
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .F g L a, b . If lim g t s g t , and lim g t s f t , a.e. t gÇk “‘ k k “‘ k
w x Ž . Ž . w xa, b , then g t s f t , a.e. t g a, b .Ç
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Ž . ‘ Ž . Ž . ‘ Ž . Ž . Ž .Set u x, t s Ý j t e and u x, t s Ý h t e . Since u t “ u tÇis1 i is1 i i n
2Ž .in L V for a.e. t, then
u x , t y u x , t , e “ 0 n “ ‘ andŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .n i
n w xj t “ j t , a.e. t g 0, T n “ ‘ ; i g N .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i
Çn< Ž . < w x Ž .But j t F c , a.e. t g 0, T for any i s 1, 2, . . . , then there exists ai 10
ÇnŽ . w x Ž . Ž . w xfunction f t defined on 0, T such that lim j t s f t , a.e. t g 0, Ti n“‘ i i
Ž .; i g N .
Ç ÇnŽ . Ž . w x Ž .By the Lemma 3.1, f t s j t , a.e. t g 0, T . Hence, lim j t si i n“‘
ÇŽ . w xj t , a.e. t g 0, T .i
‘Ž 2Ž ..Since u “ u weakly-star in L 0, T ; L V , letÇ Çn
w xe , t g 0, ti¤ x , t s ,Ž . ½ w x0, t g t , T
Ž . Ž .then from the equation H u y u ¤ dx dt “ 0 n “ ‘ , it followsÇ ÇV= w0, T x n
that
t
j t s j 0 q h t dt ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Hi i i
0
ÇŽ . Ž . w xwhich leads to the conclusion j t s h t , a.e. t g 0, T .i i
2Ž . w xSince u “ u weakly in L V for a.e. t g 0, T and u gÇ Ç Çn
Ž y1Ž ..C 0, T ; H V , then
‘
Ç w xu x , t s j t e g C 0, T andŽ . Ž .Ç Ý i
is1
w xu x , t “ u x , t weakly in C 0, T for a.e. x g V .Ž . Ž .n
Ž w Ž .x.  4By means of the following conclusion see 14, p. 152 2.5.13 : If x ;n
w x w x Ž . Ž .C 0, T , x g C 0, T and x “ x weakly, then lim x t s x t , t gn n“‘ n
w x Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0, T . Hence we can conclude that u x, t “ u x, t n “ ‘ , a.e. x, t gÇ Çn
Q .T
Ž . Ž . Ž .Since u x, t “ u x, t , a.e. x, t g Q , it follows from Egorov's theo-Ç Çn T
w xrem that for every d ) 0, there exists a subset Q : Q s V = 0, T andd T
< <Q F d ,d
u x , t “ u x , t uniformly in Q R Q .Ž . Ž .Ç Çn T d
That is, for every « ) 0, there exists a positive integer N, when n G N,
u x , t y u x , t F « ; x , t g Q R Q .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ç Çn T d
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1 Ž .It is obvious that when F « and n G N, for almost every x, t g Q RTn
Qd
b u x , t s b u x , t s b u x , tŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ç Ç Çn n n n n n
F b u x , t F b u x , t .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .Ç Ç« n 2 «
1Ž 2Ž ..For every m g L 0, T ; L V , m G 0
g x , t m x , t dx dt s lim b u x , t m x , t dx dtŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .ÇH H n n
n“‘Q RQ Q RQT d T d
F b u x , t m x , t dx dtŽ . Ž .Ž .ÇH 2 «
Q RQT d
g x , t m x , t dx dt F lim sup b u x , t m x , t dx dtŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .ÇH H 2 «
qQ RQ Q RQ«“0T d T d
F b u x , t m x , t dx dt.Ž . Ž .Ž .ÇH
Q RQT d
Analogously, we can obtain
g x , t m x , t dx dt G b u x , t m x , t dx dt.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .ÇH H
Q RQ Q RQT d T d
Hence, the above two inequalities imply that
g x , t g w u x , t a.e. x , t g Q R Q .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ç T d
Let d “ 0q, we get finally that
w xg x , t g w u x , t a.e. x , t g Q s V = 0, T .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ç T
1w x Ž . Ž .Let l g C 0, T , l T s 0. Integrating by parts the left of Eqs. 3.9
Ž .and 3.10 gives
t Ç² :² :y u 0 , l 0 e y u , le dtŽ . Ž .Ç ÇHn i n i
0
T T T² : ² :² :s y B u , le dt y b u , le dt q f t , le dtŽ . Ž .Ž .ÇH H Hn i n n i i
0 0 0
3.11Ž .
T Ç² :² :y u 0 , l 0 e y u , le dtŽ . Ž .Ç ÇHi i
0




Ž . Ž .If a comparison is made between two Eqs. 3.11 and 3.12 it follows that
² :lim u 0 y n 0 , e s 0, i s 1, 2, . . . ;Ž . Ž .Ç Çn i
n“‘
this implies that
u 0 “ u 0 weakly in Hy1 VŽ . Ž . Ž .Ç Çn
Ž .Uniqueness of limit implies that u 0 s u .Ç 1
2 Çw x Ž . Ž .Let l g C 0, T , l T s 0, l T s 0. Analogously, integrating by parts
Ž . Ž .the left of Eqs. 3.11 and 3.12 , and making a comparison with the results
Ž .obtained again gives u 0 s u . This completes the proof.0
2Ž 2Ž .. 1Ž . 2Ž .THEOREM 2. Let f g L 0, T ; L V , u g H V , and u g L V .0 0 1
Assume that b satisfies
Ž . Ž .1 9 b j j G yd for almost e¤erywhere j g R, where d is a positi¤e
p< Ž . < Ž < < .constant, ’c ) 0, b j F c 1 q j , a.e. j g R, 0 - p - 2,
Ž .and condition 2 of Theorem 1 is still ¤alid. Then there exists a function ¤
w xdefined in V = 0, T satisfying
¤ g L‘ 0, T ; H 1 VŽ .Ž .0
‘ 2½ ¤ g L 0, T ; L VŽ .Ç Ž .
and
y1 1¡¤ q B ¤ q g t s f t in L9 0, T ; H V q L VŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .È Ž .
~ w xg x , t g w ¤ x , t a.e. x , t g Q s V = 0, TŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ç T¢¤ 0 s u , ¤ 0 s uŽ . Ž .Ç0 1
Ž .Proof. It is also easy to see that b satisfies assumption 1 9 with«
Ž .possible different constants c and d for small « . Analogous to Theorem
Ž . Ž .1, we still can get 3.2 . It follows from assumption 1 9 that
t² :b u , u dt G yd T .Ž .Ç ÇH n n n
0
Ž .We have from 3.2 that
t2 2 2 ² :12 2u t q c u t F c q c u t q 2 f , u dt .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ç ÇŽ . HŽ . Ž .H VL V L Vn 2 n 4 3 n n0
0
Ž . Ž .It is easy to see that Eqs. 3.4 ] 3.7 are still true and the solution of Eq.
Ž . w xO can be still extended to interval 0, T .n
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Ž . ‘Ž kŽ ..It is obviously that b u g L 0, T ; L V , where k s 2rp, andÇn n
 Ž .4 ‘Ž kŽ ..b u is a bounded subset of L 0, T ; L V . Therefore there exist aÇn n
 4subsequence of u , still denoted by itself, and a function ¤ such thatn
‘Ž 1Ž .. ‘Ž 2Ž ..¤ g L 0, T ; H V , ¤ g L 0, T ; L V satisfyingÇ0
¡ ‘ 1u “ ¤ weakly-star in L 0, T ; H VŽ .Ž .n 0
‘ 2~u “ ¤ weakly-star in L 0, T ; L VŽ .Ç Ç Ž .n
‘ k¢b u “ g weakly-star in L 0, T ; L V .Ž .Ž .Ç Ž .n n
Ž .Hence, we deduce from 3.1 that
1 y1 r¤ t q B ¤ q g t s f t in L 0, T ; H V q L V ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .È Ž .
where r ) 1 and 1rr q 1rk s 1.
The rest is analogous to the proof of Theorem 1.
 < 4  4‘Set W s ¤ g V B¤ g H , then e is also dense in W.n ns1
Ç 2 2Ž Ž ..THEOREM 3. Assume that f , f g L 0, T ; L V , u g W, and u g0 1
1 ÇŽ .H V , where f denotes f 's Frechet differential. If the function b is nonde-0
² :creasing and B is nonnegati¤e, i.e., B¤ , ¤ G 0, ;¤ g V. Then, under
Ž . Ž .assumptions 1 and 2 in the Theorem 1, there exists a unique function w
w xdefined in V = 0, T satisfying
¡ ‘ 1w g L 0, T ; H VŽ .Ž .0
‘ 2~w g L 0, T ; L VŽ .Ç Ž .
2 2¢w g L 0, T ; L VŽ .È Ž .
and
2 2¡w q B w q g t s f t in L 0, T ; L VŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .È Ž .
~ w xg x , t g w w x , t a.e. x , t g Q s V = 0, TŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ç T¢w 0 s u , w 0 s u .Ž . Ž .Ç0 1
Proof. Since the function b is nondecreasing, b is also nondecreasing.«
Moreover, J is a convex function and w is maximal monotone.
In the proof of Theorem 1, let x s Ýnv1e “ u strongly in W andn 1 i i 0
n 2 1Ž . Ž .y s Ý v e “ u strongly in H V . Multiplying the two sides of Eq. 3.1n 1 i i 1 0
ÈnŽ .by j t , summing over from i s 1 to i s n, and applying the result ati
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point t s 0, we deduce that
² : ² : ² :u 0 , u 0 s y Bu 0 , u 0 y b u 0 , u 0Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .È È È Ç Èn n n n n n n
² :q f 0 , u 0 .Ž . Ž .Èn
< Ž . < 2It follows from the above equation that u 0 is bounded.È L ŽV .n
Ž .Assume that t - T and apply again 3.1 at points t and t q h with h
satisfying 0 - h - T y t, we have
² : ² : ² :² :u t , e s y Bu t , e y b u t , e q f t , e ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .È Çn i n i n n i i
i s 1, 2 . . . n
² : ² : ² :u t q h , e s y Bu t q h , e y b u t q h , eŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .È Çn i n i n n i
² :q f t q h , e , i s 1, 2, . . . , n.Ž . i
Çn ÇnŽ . Ž .Taking the difference, multiplying the two sides by j t y j t q h , andi i
summing over from i s 1 to i s n gives
1 d 2
2u t q h y u tŽ . Ž .Ç Ç½ Ž .L Vn n2 dt
² :q B u t q h y u t , u t q h y u tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . 5n n n n
² :s b u t q h y b u t , u t q h y u tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ç Ç Ç Çn n n n n n
² :q f t q h y f t , u t q h y u t .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ç Çn n
Since b is nondecreasing, we deduce thatn
1 d 2
2u t q h y u tŽ . Ž .Ç Ç½ Ž .L Vn n2 dt
² :q B u t q h y u t , u t q h y u tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . 5n n n n
² :F f t q h y f t , u t q h y u tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ç Çn n
2
2u t q h y u tŽ . Ž .Ç Ç Ž .L Vn n
2
2 ² :F u h y u 0 q 2 B u h y u 0 , u h y u 0Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ç Ç Ž .L Vn n n n n n
t
2 2q 2 f t q h y f t ? u t q h y u t dt.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ç ÇŽ .H L V Ž .L Vn n
0
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Dividing the two sides by h 2 and letting h “ 0, we have that
2 2
2 2 ² :u t F u 0 q 2 Bu 0 , u 0Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .È È Ç ÇŽ . Ž .L V L Vn n n n
t Ç 2 2q 2 f t ? u t dtŽ . Ž .ÈŽ .H L V Ž .L Vn
0
2
2 ² :F u 0 q 2 Bu 0 , u 0Ž . Ž . Ž .È Ç ÇŽ .L Vn n n
1r2 1r2
2t t 2Ç 2 2q 2 f t dt u t dtŽ . Ž .ÈŽ .H HL V Ž .L Vn½ 5 ½ 5
0 0
2
2 ² :F u 0 q 2 Bu 0 , u 0Ž . Ž . Ž .È Ç ÇŽ .L Vn n n
2t t 2Ç 2 2q f t dt q u t dt .Ž . Ž .ÈŽ .H HL V Ž .L Vn½ 5
0 0
Since there is a positive constant c independent of n, s.t.11
2t2 Ç 22 ² :u 0 q 2 Bu 0 , u 0 q f t dt F c ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .È Ç Ç Ž .H L VŽ .L Vn n n 11
0
we deduce by Gronwall's inequality that
2
2u t F c exp tr2 , t - T .Ž . Ž .È Ž .L Vn 11
Ž .This implies that we can obtain the solution of differential inclusion O ,
satisfying
u g L‘ 0, T ; H 1 V , u g L‘ 0, T ; L2 V , u g L‘ 0, T ; L2 V .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ç ÈŽ . Ž .Ž .0
Ž .Let u and ¤ be two such solutions of differential inclusion O with the
same initial data and set w s u y ¤ . Then we have
² : ² : ² :w , w q Bw , w q g y g , w s 0È Ç Ç Çu ¤
< <g g w u , g g w ¤ , w s 0, w s 0Ž . Ž .Ç Ç Çts0 ts0u ¤
d 2
2< < ² : ² :w q Bw , w s y2 g y g , w .Ç ÇL ŽV . u ¤dt
By the monotonicity of w we conclude that
d 2
2< < ² :w q Bw , w F 0,Ç L ŽV .dt
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Ž . Ž .which implies that w t s 0 and w t s 0, ; t g I.Ç
4. DECAY OF SOLUTION
w xFirst we present a lemma due to Nakao and Narazaki 12 .
Ž . qLEMMA 4.1. Let f t be a nonnegati¤e nonincreasing function on R
and satisfy
f t q 1 y d f t F d f t y f t q 1 , 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2
where 0 - d - 1, 0 - d are constants. Then1 2
Ž .exp yd t q4f t F d f 0 , t g R ,Ž . Ž .3
where d and d are positi¤e constants.3 4
THEOREM 4. Let T s q‘, f s 0. Assume that
² : < < 2 1 1Bw , w G m w , ;w g H V 4.1Ž . Ž .H ŽV .0 00
< < 2 2 2b ¤ , ¤ G m ¤ , ;¤ g L V andŽ . Ž .Ž . L ŽV .1
< <b j F m j , j g R , 4.2Ž . Ž .2
Ž .where m , m , and m are positi¤e constants. Then the solution of Eq. O0 1 2
satisfies
2
2 ² :u t q Bu t , u t F m exp ym t , a.e. t G 0Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ç Ž .L V 3 4
where m and m are positi¤e constants.3 4
Ž Ž . .Proof. Let b be an even mollifier. Since the condition b ¤ , ¤ G
< < 2 2 2Ž . Ž Ž . .m ¤ , ;¤ g L V is equal to b j y m j j G 0, a.e. j g R, then bL ŽV .1 1 n
Ž .also satisfies 4.2 .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Let u is a solution of O ; i.e. u satisfies 3.1 and 3.2 . Multiplyingn n n
ÇnŽ .Eq. 3.1 by j and summing over from i s 1 to i s n gives thati
d 2
2² :E t s y2 b u , u F y2m u t , 4.3Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ç Ç Ç Ž .L Vn n n n 1 ndt
Ž . < Ž . < 2 2 ² :where E t s u t q Bu , u . It is a nonincreasing and nonnega-Ç L ŽV .n n n n
tive function.
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2Ž . Ž . Ž .Set F t s E t y E t q 1 ; we have thatn n n
1tq1 2 2
2u s ds F F t . 4.4Ž . Ž . Ž .ÇH Ž .L Vn n2mt 1
Ž .Applying the mean value theorem gives that there exist t g t, t q 1r4 ,1
Ž .t g t q 3r4, t q 1 such that2
2u t F 2rm F t , i s 1, 2. 4.5Ž . Ž . Ž .'Ç Ž .L Vn i 1 n
Ž .Multiplying Eq. 3.1 by j , summing over from i s 1 to i s n, andi
w xintegrating in t , t gives1 2
t t 22 2² : 2 ² :Bu , u ds s u y b u , u dsŽ .Ç Ç½ 5H H Ž .L Vn n n n n n
t t1 1
² : ² :q u t , u t y u t , u tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ç Çn 1 n 1 n 2 n 2
1
2
12F F t q a u t u tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ç Ž .Ž . H VL Vn n 1 n 1 02m1
12q u t u tŽ . Ž . 4Ç Ž .Ž . H VL Vn 2 n 2 0
t2q b u u dx ds.Ž .ÇH H n n n
t V1
By the Holder inequality and the Cauchy inequalityÈ
2 2< < < <b u u dx F m u uŽ .Ç ÇH L ŽV . L ŽV .n n n 2 n n
V
< < 2 2 < < 2 1F am u r« q « u r2Ç 4L ŽV . H ŽV .2 n n 0
t2 2E s ds F m F t q 2 a 2rm m F t E t q «m E t'Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .'H n 5 n 1 0 n n 6 n
t1
2F m qa 2rm m r« F t q« m qa 2rm m E t ,Ž . Ž .' 'ž / ž /5 1 0 n 6 1 0 n
4.6Ž .
where m s am r« q 1rm , m s am rm , and « ) 0 is an undetermined5 2 1 6 2 0
constant.
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Ž . Ž .From 4.6 we have that there exists a point t* g t , t such that1 2
2E t* F 2 m q a 2rm m r« F t q 2« m q a 2rm m E t .Ž . Ž . Ž .' 'ž / ž /n 5 1 0 n 6 1 0 n
4.7Ž .
Ž . Ž .Since E t is nonincreasing, we get from 4.7n
E t q 1 F m q 2 a 2rm m r« E t y E t q 1Ž . Ž . Ž .' Ž .ž /n 5 1 0 n n
q « m q 2 a 2rm m E t .Ž .'ž /6 1 0 n
Ž .Let « be a small positive constant satisfying « m q c 1r2m m - 1.'7 0 1 0
By the Lemma 4.1, we obtain that
2
2 ² :u t q Bu t , u t F m exp ym t , a.e. t G 0,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ç Ž .L Vn n n 3 4
where m and m are positive constants independent of n.3 4
< Ž . < 2 ‘Ž 2Ž ..Since u t F c , u “ u weakly-star in L 0, ‘; L V , it is easyÇ Ç ÇL ŽV .n 10 n
Ž . Ž . 2Ž .to obtain that u t “ u t weakly in L V for almost everywhere t G 0.Ç Çn
2Ž .But L V is a real Hilbert space, therefore
2 2u t F lim u t , a.e. t G 0.Ž . Ž .Ç ÇŽ .L V Ž .L Vn
n“‘
² :Because the operator B is bounded and B¤ , ¤ is equivalent to the
< < 1 1Ž .norm ¤ of the Hilbert space H V , analogously we also have thatH ŽV . 00
² :² :Bu t , u t F lim Bu t , u t , a.e. t G 0.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n n
n“‘
Finally we can conclude that
2
2 ² :u t q Bu t , u t F m exp ym t , a.e. t G 0.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ç Ž .L V 3 4
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